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A Mi\.TBEMAT1CAL MODEL OF AN E~ONOMY

li
1I
1:

l'The deficiencies of economic models are~well known:
either they are vary aggragativa aad their ftw variables do

not permitdescribing the economic phenomena~with sufficient
detail? or they contain unacceptable hypothe~es of linearity?
or they are obtained by statistical fitting üSing variables for

líwhich the statistics exist but which never p~rmit reproducing
ji
"the causal relations satisfactorily. Moreovtrg they do not per-
p

mit studying the influence of extra-economic I! factors.
Hardly ever are they very susceptible of improvement: each

1:change means beginning the wholé job over and9 in cases in which
l'

mathematical solutions in terms of explicit formulas are sought9
the introduction of,small modifications in the relations used

, .
can fundamentally change the order of difficulty of the problem.

I 11

The method of simulation, or numerical experimentation as
. . h -.

"sorne prefer to call it, seeks tQ ov~r90~e th?se difficulties by
~

dint of minutely detailed work and the use of many hours of
I~

electronic computation (which is not cheap).¡ ,
In principIe, the method permits introducing? with all the

1>

necessary flexibility, all the variables tha~ appear important
or interesting for describing the economy.

Jhas two limita~ions:
In practice? this
¡i
iIa) the proliferation of variables=-each
I1

one of which has its own evolution in time--can confuse more than
. ~

it clarifies: all analysis must have a limitan order to be useful;
l'

b) the capacity of modern computers is not unlimited and can be
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surpassed if one is.too ambitious. '1Moreover~ it is important
II
p

to point out that the more variables there are, .the more data
1:
1:

ls needed9 and that adds to the cost of the
money.

'Vhat a simulation model tells us--like

model in time and
l.

1:any other kind of

of the

dynamic model--is how the eéonomic variables,!evolve during a
'1

certain period (it is anticipated for lOor 15 years)9 if the
hypotheses of the models are fulfilled.

1;

These hypotheses are of four kinds: 1:

a) Values of the variables at the begihning
.1

nnumeri~al experiment" (initial valhes).
b) Values of the parameters which appe?r in the

. II
;1relationships. ~

c) Logical or mathematical form of thel¡ relations
,.

between the variables.
d) The surrounding conditions.
These four types of hypotheses have diminishing reliability.

The initial values are obtained directly
they existe The parameters are obtained
cal methods: it is the central problem

fro~ the statistics9 if
'1 ..

by ~ell known statisti-i ..

of e'conometrics,.. On the,.
'.

other hand, the form in which variables areifelated in economics
is much more subject to argument than in ph~sics or chemistry.

. ~l

As for the conditions of the social and polítical environment, it
c~n even be argued whether they are
tiono For example:

susceptible to precise defini-
11
l'. il
I1
1

I1

---~------------------~
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How does the consumption of familie~, depend on disposable
:1income, Y"D? 18 ita linear function, or does '\.fYi) or ~
!¡

or log YD come into it? Furthermore, ia:it likely that YD is
I

the only factorwhich determines consumption? Do not the previous
habi ts of consump.tion, the interest on tJ'me payments9 tha rate

" . ~"apprecia bl~
of inflation9 etc., also have/influence? 1. And if so, how does one
express this influence? And what are the socio=psychological

.!
motivations forconsuming? Can the gove~nment guide consumption?

!r

The specified social conditions, wh~Ch will serve as a
!:
l'frame for the model (and which can vary fn time and from one case
I
1;to another), should determine the charact'er of global consumption.
I¡

After much discussion9 perhaps the form C = a + b \/YD is adopted,
1:

and surely there will not be unanimity.But once that formula
is adopted? it is easier to reach an agreement on the values of

:1~ and b and, much easier still, to know ~ow much ~ and e are in
!I
"the initial year of the model. I
~

To construct a dynamic model means to assign by hypothesis
l'

causal relations among the variables, inl:away that9 if values
1,

of the parameters are a1so givEm9 one can calculate step by step
(for example, each 20 days) the evolutiorl in time of each variable.

l,lTbe calculationsmade, one has the history of that economic system
;1

for 10 years. The surrounding conditions are represented by using"
1I

special forms for those relations or by ~eans of exogenous variables,
I

whose law of evolution during
only partially) by the mo~el,
hypotheses.

those 10 years is not determined (or
but is alsJ determined by explicit

l'

-~~~~~----------------~---~------------ --:;)
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In this way, ..one obtains~ then9 onli one partioular case:

if sorne country should exist whose variab1ies fuIfilled those

inter-relations and with those initial va,~ues and parametersS'

i ts hi sto-ry could not be other than that,il' provided the exogenous

hypotheses are also fulfilled.

This is valid for any dynamic model';i including that oí
11

Harrod-Domar. Therefore, up to this poin;t the advantage of
I
"introducing electronic computation would ponsist only in allow-
!

ing calculation of large, detailed, and complicated models. This
1,

advantage 1\lould be rapidly counterbalanced by the slight relia-
1
1

bili ty of data and relations which become;~apparent as one analyzes

"an economic system in some detail.

The true ad;vantage consists in that,il thanks to computers,
Ir

it is possible t~ repeat the calculation many times in a short

period, each time introducing changes in ~he vaIues$' in the form

of the relations, or in the exogenous hypotheses. Each calcula-
11

tion is a numerical ,experimentS' earried o~t under different eon-

ditions. The number of experiments ean b!~ in the thousands. If
I

after that somegeneral eopelusions eannot be extracted¡¡ it can
j .

b 1 d d t t th bl . . th il. t t tb th de cone u e ha e ame 1S on e exp'er1men er, no .e me o.
1I
1,

An example: suppose that one wishesl' to verify tbe exaetness

of a statement sueh as "a decrease of-4% ~n the consumption of
II

the upper ela sses would permi t the finane:~ng of a growth of 3%
JI

annually." A model then would be eonstrueted where these variables

would appear and all the related ones tha~ must be taken into

,-
__ - 1 _
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1:account in the judgment of the model maker¡i' The car:rying out
of numerous tests wi th thi s mode19 using dl~fferent exogenous

:¡

hypotheses and different parameter vaIuas considerad "reason=

the relations between the variables are not exactly the same9

able", would permit arriving quickly at sorne conclusions. If
the national product never behaves as pred

r
fcted9 the statement
1,least risky and the policy should no,t be applied wi thout

, . . 11

precautions. If9 on the othar hand91

' it always behaves
1:

the statement acquires reliability. I The next step wonId
test with other rnodels9 proposed perpaps by other economists9

I

is at
11 great
11'

il
thus9

I1
be to

il"

where
or new factors pr'eviously ignored appear. }If 9 on trying these new

!I
1Imodels9 the statement continues to be conflrmed9 it will begin to
11enter the category of natural law in which'lone will have to believe

more as more experiments confirm it. 1:

Most probably the statement "il1 be +nfirmed by some tests
and not by others. The analysis of the di~ferences among those

that policywill be useful.

experiments will make it possible in principIe to determine under
"

"hich explicit hyrotheses it is confirmed.! Thus, one wil1 kno"
what additional measures it isnecessa~ t~ take in order that

If
¡:
l'

Stated in an~ther way: everyone has ~n
reality when he tries to foresee the resUl~s

i~

mind a modal of
of a. proposed measure.

Each effect that is predicted is based on certain hypotbesas about
cause-and-effect relations among the economic variables. In the

ii
,1mind of the layman9 those hypotheses are very blurred and are pre-
irpsented one by one9 rapidly losing their guiding thread. The cross

~=~-~,-~.~.~~--------~-,----_.'"---------------~---
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effects cannot be and are not taken into account. An economist
1;

. Iis capable of seeing with more clarity each step of the reason-
'j'

ing, but there is no human mind that can tollow the network of
the lateral, mutual and sequential effects produced by a single
initial measure., ¡¡

Ij
I1Simulan on makes it possible to clea'r up this confusing
I~

mental picture, focusing on itsparts one'!by oue in order to
1,
"give it an explicit form and taking advantage for this purpose
11

of the experience of all the economists ihat one wishes.
l'

In this way,all the hypotheses that~¡operate more or less
I

obscurely in the reasoning of each indiv~~ual are formulated
explicitly. This obligation of stating J:learlY what are the

. p

ba sic proposi tions, not in general but in'concrete applications,
is perhaps one of the greatest practicalmerits of this technique.

,
It is often said that it is not poss,ible to .apply mathemati-

cal methods when there is no clear correl1ation among'the variables
1
1

,~hich permits joining them in an unquest~onable formula. This
I!

comes from an ancient conception of mathJmatics which identifies
Ir
~

it 'with infinitesimal calculus or with a~gebraic equations or
".
I!

inequalities. Applied mathematics of toqay permits the exact
¡:

translation of any type of reasoning~ ketping its elements of un-
certainty if necessary. It is a contradiction to state that one

li .'
can make deductions that cannot be expressed mathematically unless,

by deducing or reasoning we mean operations th~t .are not communi-
cable to other human beings. But there we cross the dividing line
between scienee and fiction.

--=----==--~--------------_.
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iIf the economist has at hand a hypotbesis about the
I

connections between certain variables tha~ can be understood
by his colleagues, it can be expressed b~ logical-mathematical

i:relations. The true difficulty is that, ,in general, different
hypotheses exist simultaneously among which it is not known, '

which to choose and9 in consequence, in the usual "literary"'
They can now be expressed

II
and experimented. on separately. t

At the risk of stating trivialities9~ it should be pointed
ifout that if an economist says: "1 believe that the consumption
Ii

function is F, but only if there ls social tranquility. while
Ji

in case of disturbances 1 am inclined to 9~" there are not two
l'

i:hypotheses but only one. However it i~ the economist must de-
"1:

fine clearly 1vhat he is going to call "tr~nquility" and "dis-
r.

turbance", so that the modelcan tell in rach instance which of
the two situations reign and apply theh the corresponding

i¡

function.
If one is not capable of defining those terms practically

then what one says lacks meaning. It shoUld be pointed out
that, although the ideal w0tild be to be able to define a variable,

. i

"level of tranquili ty", that would depend:!¡.'only on other variables, , I

of the model; it; is not inconvenient if t~at dependence is o:nly
"ilpartial or if it is a qUestion of a totally exogenous hypothesis.
Ir, ' IMoreover~ the term"variable" does not have to be interpreted as

a real continnousvariable. It may be th~t this variable permits
ji

only two values: tranquility or non-tranquilitY9 or a half dozen,
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valnes if it is thought necessary. These. hypotheses

the model of the economist.

Another important advantage of the simulation model is

that it is not indispensable to formulateeach hypothesis by

a formula in the usual sense. It can have the form of simple

logical alternatives~ as for example: if unemployment is greater

than so much and the balance of payments less than so much~

foreign investments will be reduced by so mucho It should be

recognized that computers permit instructions of this kind~ com-

plete with the remaining alternatives.
In our opinion~ then~ it is not possible to be against the

use of models~ since there is no other way of thinking about the

future. One can~ of course~ criticize particular models for being

inadequate as one criticizes so many men for their inadequate

image of reality. But nothing prevents adding factors to a model9

correcting its defects ~ improving its relations 9 in the li"ght of

all the existingknowledge on the subject aud arriving thus at

an image of reality as clear and as complete as possible. Until

now9 such a task was useless9 since there was no way of making

the model "function": the mathematical tools only permitted solv-

ing very simple9 inadequate cases. That is the bottleneck which

computers have overcome.

Let us emphasizet finallY9 that the simulation models do not
serve to optimize in the sense of linear programming-and other
techniques of operations research. Numerical experiments are

limited to describing what would be the result of taking certain

"~- ~- ---_._~~-_. ----_.
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,.
ec'onomic measures9 under certain hypotheseso
Ch,¡posethe policy which appears best among al1 th,e ones tried9

bU~ there is not any assurance that it will be "the best pos~
!I'sible". The selection of policíes to try must not be made

1; th~n wi th very restricted cri taria.
This does not mean that the techniques of optimization

! are preferable. They only serve when the objective function
!I

iS,scalar9 which 1s generally an inadmissible simplification.
il He ,jlwhobelieves that the state of the country~ s economy can
! betmeasured by one number--per capita national product9 or any
¡ othe~--can ontimize. Those of us who believe that the econorny
,¡ 11' •

:isdescribed by a vector function9 in which the national pro-
II ,11 ..

,duct is only one component9 cannot even define an optimum
~un~nimously. And when we speak of choosing the best policy
!among the ones tried9 we refer to thevalue criterion of the
i; !V

¡person or institution that chooses. The same simulation model
'1 ,1,then can be useful to persons of different normative criteria;
ii thei evaluation is a posteriori. 1'1odelsof optimization have
1: the,l'va lue judgment buil t in a ...Eriori~ and for that rea son must
luse extremely simplified criteria.
li 1I '. .
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